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T imely, accurate information is critical to your success, and InsightXG from 

basys unlocks the value of your data to extend real-time, self-service reporting and 

analysis capabilities to front-line users and eliminate countless hours of waiting to  

collect and sort data for customized reports. 

InsightXG 
Real-time data for real-world reporting 

InsightXG’s intuitive, browser-based 

interactive reporting is powerful and easy 

to use. With only a few clicks, users can 

easily access, customize and run reports 

and analytics. InsightXG offers: 

 Extensive report management 

capabilities, including a user- 

defined report home page,  

tagging, searching and archive. 

 Flexibility to schedule and run reports 

and distribute results when you want. 

 Integration with desktop functions  

like PDF, email and Excel to enhance 

the user’s ability to analyze data and 

take action. 

 On-demand information drill-downs, 

interactive sorting and grouping, 

dynamic analytics, charting and 

database aggregate analysis. 

 A library of more than 200 common 

Taft-Hartley report templates to get 

you started, with tools to customize  

or design your own. 

 Comprehensive user and group 

security for functions and data. 

InsightXG accesses and translates source 

data, making even complex information 

easier to understand, interpret and sort 

for a multitude of business scenarios. 

InsightXG also provides associations 

between multi-valued related data for 

easy access in building reports that reveal 

trends and opportunities. Dashboards and 

charts let you create and deliver reports 

that graphically illustrate key data points. 

Unlock the power of your data! Contact 

basys today for an InsightXG demo.  

About basys 

Since 1977, basys has 

specialized in benefits 

administration solutions for 

the Taft-Hartley community, 

providing cloud-based, 

integrated technology that 

helps trust fund offices, 

national multiemployer 

plans and TPAs accurately 

and efficiently serve millions 

of members across the US 

and Canada.  


